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kitchen complex where one can imagine the lunch-time
cooking might soon ease a growing apprentice's stomach
from hunger-rumbles. It was a cheery and very familiar
scene to look in the bindery door and see such clean yet
untidy chaos. The workshop reminded me of many
which had once decorated a large part of my working
life among books. Brother Paul admitted that he needs
much more time away from his many other jobs to re-
organise the inherited bindery to suit his working habits.
He asked me to help him restore order to the chaos of
the bindery.

Now, if you have read my previous papers, you
should be aware that I have a natural bias towards fin-
ishing, due to my long trade experience in that work.
So you can imagine my emotions as I walked through
the doorway of the bindery and looked at a five metre
long, wide work-bench almost completely covered by
hundreds of dusty finishing tools! My first awed react-
ion was to ask Brother Paul 'surely they can'tbe all
finishing tools? ' 'Yes', came the reply, 'and if you look
in those banana boxes on the floor, there are lots more'.
At that I started to tremble and grow weak at the knees.
I now knew how Aladdin and young Jim Hawkins felt
when they first sighted their treasure trove of gold and
silver bars.

Keith Turnell

lKeith's thrilling narrative will be conlinued - and, we hope,
ioncluded, in our next double iswe - Ed. j
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A BOOKBINDING DISCOVERY OF NATIONAL IMPORTANCE

My story begins at Sydney Technical College. Brother
Paul Schulze, now a Guild member, commenced the
1986 teaching year nervously anticipating the many
m.rsteries of bookbinding. He had just assumed the off-
ice of bookbinder at Canisius College,Pymble, after the
death of Brother Arthur Booler who had held the posit-
ion for over 35 years. Canisius College is a Jesuit Noviti-
ate and Retreat House. Its traditions were founded in
Australia 110 years ago. Brother Paul discussed with his
teacher at the Tech.; Ted Chapman, the familiar probl-
ems connected with bookbinding and brought in some
of the tools from Canisius College. At the end of last
year Ted accepted an invitation to inspect the College
bindery. I, too, welcomed an invitation which arrived
a short time later through Ted's Head Teacher, John
Stimson, and accompanied him on his visit to the
bindery.

The drive to Canisius College took us along the Mona
Vale Rd which is a main highway to Sydney's northern
beaches and suburbs. The College buildings, set well
back from the road at Pymble, are obscured by trees
but surrounded by lovely gardens. A long, high stone
wall is broken only by a pair of heavy wrought iron
gates which admit visitors to a wide branching driveway
leading to the main building. Having lived a secular life
I had no idea of what to expect as I climbed a stairway
at the rear of the imposing College building,

The bindery is a roomjust off a large scrubbed clean
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GUILD OF CRAFT BOOKBINDERS

Morocco Bound is the quarterly journal of the N.S.W. Guild of Craft Bookbinders, P.O. Box ll1, Glebe, N.S.W.
2037 .lt is distributed free to members. The membership fee is $ 15 ($20 for Family Membership). An additional fee
of $35 is charged for use of the Ralph Lewis Workshop. The journal subscription for non-members is $ 15. Remitt-
ancesshouldbesentto the Secretary at the address of the Guild. All contributions, submissions, and advertisements
should be directed to the Editor. Illustrations should preferably be in black and white. It will be assumed that authors
will have secured permission to reproduce copyright material.

CALENDAR OF EVENTS FOR 1987
Wednesday,24 June,6 p.m. - General Meeting

To be held at the Fisher Library, University of Sydney
Lecturer: Des Barrett - 'The Development of the

Powerhouse Museum' (with slides).

Saturday,25 July,2 to 4.30 p.m. - Demonstration
Lecturer: John Newland -'Washing Books and Paper'.

Saturday, 22 August ,2 to 4.30 p.m. - Demonstration
Lecturer: Esther Corsellis - 'Spatter Box End Papers'.

Wednesday, 16 September, 6 p.m. - General Meeting
To be held at the Fisher Library, University of Sydney
Lecturer: Kay Soderlund, President of the Institute

for Conservation of Cultural Materials.
Kay will give a talk covering a brief history of paper,
general conservation principles and hints for amateurs,
Kay is Executive Conservator employed by the Sydney
City Council and is engaged in the restoration of the
Council's historic plans and blueprints.

Saturday, 10 October,2to 4.30 p.m. - Demonstration
Lecturer: Keith Turneli- 'Gold Blocking'.

Wednesday, 11 November (time to be announced) - Visit
Royal Botanic Gardens for an inspection of their

Library - details to be advised.

Saturday, 14 November ,Zto 4.30 p.m. - Demonstration
Lecturer: Ken Plummer - Details to be advised.

Wednesday, 25 November, 6 p.m. - Annual General
Meeting

The Workshop/Demonstrations set out above will be held in
the Ralph Lewis Workshop, 58 Allen St., Glebe.

NEW WORKSHOP EQI.JIPMENT

Not as exciting as the cache of hand stamp designs
at the Canisius College at Smble and referred to
elsewhere in this edition, but nevertheless interest-
ing, is a small collection of hand tools placed in the
Ralph Lewis Workshop on long term loan by
Michael Mathew, oui Secretary.

These comprise various fillet rollers, pallets (for
many of which handles are needed), an almost
complete set of hand letters and numerals in
about 52 point (again, handles are needed).
The Committee will purchase a missing letter "D"
to complete the set, and a full font of lead type
(about l6 point), but the type face needs identif-
ication.

It is to be hoped that workshop members will
benefit from these, and that some member will
volunteer to help restore and polish the faces.

The workshop equiprnent is of a high standard
but loans and gifts such as the above are especially
welcome.

Sub-committee Rowley Corbett
Daphne Lera
Keith Turnell
Llovd Walters

COMMITTEE

Rowley Corbett 665 1097
Keith Turnell 451 4672
Michael Mathew 498 3522
John Newland 810 4914

665 tO97
908 46s2
45r 4672
88 1957

Ron Abbey 331 6047
Ron Dunlop 969 6173
John Newland 810 4974
Fred'k Beck 427 2787
Vacant

Michael Mathew 498 3522
Lloyd Walters 88 1957
Daphne Lera 9OB 4652

President
Vice.President
Secretary
Treasurer
Workshop

Editorial
Sub-committee

Librarian
Bookings for

tr{orkshops
Catering
May's End

The limit is 12 persons per workshop, so please phone the
Secretary ot 498 3522 to book your place. Places usually
fi1I quickly, The fee is $6 per workshop.

A TREASURE TROVE OF HAND TOOLS

Depending on Keith Turnell's ability to cope
with the preparation of his mass of material, we
will be devoting the next /wo issues to his ext-
ensive description of the bindery of Canisius
College, Pymble. Brother Paul and Keith Turnell
have inspected the fine collection of handmade
tools recently discovered at the college and pro-
nounced the array to be not only of exceptional
range but easily the best in this country.

Keith's illustrations and text will form a spec-
ial supplement to our next issue which will be a
double one and its probable 'pub' day will be in
November.

You must understand that this special issue
of Morocco Bound will not only be unique but
will also go quickly out of print. If you, your
colleagues, staff or friends require extra copies
($4 each, post paid), advise the Editor,Morocco
Bound, Guild of Craft Bookbinders, P.O. Box
I11, Glebe, N.S.W. 2037, enclosing $4 for each
extra copy in cash, stamps or cheque - any leg-
al tender will do - no later than 30th June,
1987.
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REPORTS AND NOTICES

From the Secretary
One of the obje ctives of the Committee is to see a steady
but sure growth of membersl-rip that will support the
costs of Morocco Bound and create added use of the
Ralph Lewis Workshop. As part of this objective a
'flyer'was prepared and made available in the premises

olcertain members associated with the book and bind'
ing trade, and at the Royal Easter Show. As a result
several new members have joined the Guild.

We welcome Peter Krantz, R.N. Eglentals, C.K. God'
dard and David Crighton. Financial membership now
stands at 105.

Irr the last isste of Morocco Bound,I sought your
opinion on several aspects - meetings, supplies, topics,
workshop, etc. On behalf of the Committee, I would
like to think that the low level of replies meant very
great satisfaction, but I suspect it reflects lethargy. Any'
way, the few members who responded will be very
pleased ( I hope) to see that their suggestions.and re'
(uests irave been incorporated into the calendar as

much as possible for the rest of the year. Thanks to
those nrembers for their suggestions.

One of the issues raised was access to the library. It
does concern the Committee that access is very limited,
but the view is held that no member would wish to be
responr;ible for losirtg Guild property out of a car due
to ilielt therefronr (the rate of which is always high),
nor ivould the Guild wish to have that property lost.
As son',e of the library items cannot be replaced, the
rule regarding access to the library must remain -
access ,)nly when the workshop is open.

I have also been keen to see the Ralph Lewis Work'
shop used more and have suspected that many members
from outer suburbs find the present times of opening
very restrictive. As an experiment, commencing Sunday
7th June, the workshop will also be opened between
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on the first Sunday of each month
for use by existing or would-be workshop members.
Supervisors will be Lloyd Walters and myself. Daphne
Lera has also promised to come along from time to
time.

Sonre of the first series of Demonstrations/Workshops
sold out ahnost immediately members received their
copies of Morocco Bound. I remind you that bookings
are on a first come first served basis, so please book
promptly and make a note in your diaie$

Unfortunately, the Committee has not yet been
able to obtain copies of unbound book sections for
binding by members for entry in the 1987 exhibition
(or perhaps for the 1988 Royal Easter Show). Very
ioon, we 

-expect 
to have some news, so keep watching,

Michael Mathew
Secretary

Ralph Lewis Workshop - Opening Times

Mondays
Wednesdays

Sundays

l0 a.m. to 1 p.m.
4.30 p.m. to 8.30 p.m.
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. [ 7 June, 5 JulY,

2 August, 6 September,4 October,
I November and 6 December (as a
trial)/

For other times, anangements maY be
made with Rowley Corbett - 665 1097.

Sun Evrard Worlshop
Sun is back in Canberra for a few months, and on Sat-
urday 20th and Sunday 21st June, will conduct a two'
day workshop on her simplified method of binding. Sun
is well known to several Guild members from her visit
and workshop in late 1984.

At this workshop, she will be assisted by Heather Mc'
Pherson and others - a team of four in all for 12 partici'
pants. Venue is Heather's workshop in Pitt St., Sydney
(near Central Railway). Times are 9 - 5 each day, and we
understand the fee is $80.

Bookings with Heather orr 212 2312.

If we can obtain Sun's services for a demonstration
at our own workshop, we will certainly do so. Would
members interested please contact the Secretary (Phone
495 3522) who will created an 'interested'list for con'
tact if we can arrange something.

Bleached Glassine

Cec. Smith has advised that a suitable 3l gsm bleached
glassine can be obtained from Cello Paper Pty Ltd in
760 mm by 510 mm sheets. Unfortunately, the minim'
um order is 1900 sheets. The Guild would be pleased to
purchase these provided that 10 members will take 100
sheets each at $6.50. If members are interested, please

send your cheque promptly to the Guild at P.O. Box
111, Glebe, N.S.W. 2037.

The Guild will place an order if there are sufficient
.members interested (or return the cheques if there is,
insufficient interest). Because of sheet size, arrange'
ments would have to be made to collect the material
from the workshop.

Library Acquisitions
Victorian Bookbinders Guild, Newsletter.Yol.6, No. 3:

- Method of re-attaching boards to a leather binding
(continued);

- Parchment making.

De Boekbinder,Year 6, No. l;
- Articles (in Dutch) on single sheet binding (profuse-

ly illustrated);

- Japanese papermaking.
Designer Bookbinders Newsletter. No. 58.

Oafts Council of New South lilales - 1986 Annual
Review.

Oaft New South lAaks. April/May 1987.

For Sale

Old Lying Press on Tub (early 20th century)
3ft8ins x 3ft5ins.
Steel Screws and Steel Cheeks. $150.

Mason and Sealey (U.K.) Blocking Press, needs
minor renovation. Lacks chase. In good work-
in order. $400

Phone 909 3000.
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THE BOOKBINDING COMPETITION AT THE ROYAL EASTER SHOW

This is the fifth year that the Bookbinding Conrpetit-
ion has been displayed in the Arts and Crafts Pavillion
at the Royal Easter Show. The standard of entries for
the 1987 Show was again quite liigh and it was pleas-
ing that the number of entrants in the cornpetition
was a little higher than that of last year, with nine
binders wubmitting works.

Prizewinners and entrants were:

lst Pize ($SO1 : H.R. Goarin - The Stoclcrnan. A
volume in quarter leather
with embossed designs of
horseshoes on fiont cover
and a stockwhip on the
spine; and slipcase covered
in horseskin (with hair).

2nd Prize ($25 ): A.L. Walters - Birds of Eucalypt
Forests and lMoodlands.

3rd Pize ($15): N. Kendall * The Bronte Srsrers.

Highly Commended: J.R. Newland - The Life of
Bartolomeo Collonei.

Other Entrantsi J.G. Carrick - The Royal Aust-
ralian Navy - 75th Anni-
versary.

Ann Nikolzev - Earlv fublic
Libraries.

T.R. Corbett - Birds of Eucalypt
Forests and Woodlands.

Mrs E. Street - The Master of
Ballantrae.

W.R. Willis - Birds of Eucalypt
Fore s t s and llo odlands.

The competition was judged by Daphne Lera and
and the prizes donated by the Guild of Craft Book-
binders.

The Committee congratulates the winners and
thanks all entrants for their participation. The 1988
Royal Easter Show - the Year of the Bicentennial -
will be held from 25 March to 5 April. The Committee
hopes that the excellence of this year's entries will in-
spire more people to offer works for next year's com-
petition.

Judge's Comments

This year at the Royal Easter Show nine books were
submitted for judging. The organisers are very keen
indeed that more people exhibit, and to that I add
my comments.

Since the Show is by the people and for the people,
we binders have the opportunity to give all those exhib-
iting and visiting the Art and Craft Pavillion an idea of
what a varied and interesting craft bookbinding is.

Nothing cornplicated need be attempted unless one's
leanings are that way, but a beautiful cloth, case-binding,
or an oriental binding; a pamphlet bound or a visitors
book or diary, even a blank manuscript book, individ-
ually bound would be great. Let us show 'The Show'
tl.rat we are alive and well and keeping the craft of hand-
binding going in New South Wales. Since the organisers

are so enthusiastic about us we should reciprocate with
at least double the entries next year. Don't forget, it will
be a very special Easter Show in 1988.

The application forms are available either through the
Guild or direct (by post from the Director, R.A.S., P.O.
Box 4317 , GPO, Sydney, 2001). A small fee of about $2
is charged, but the entry form must be in by the end of
November, 1987. However, the final work does not have
to be given in for the Show until about two weeks before
the opening. So, there is plenty of time to plan what you
would like to do during the coming year. By the way,any
book may be submitted which has not been in the Show
before and which has been bound within the previous
eighteen months. The fact that it has been exhibited else-
where does not render it ineligible.

DaPhne Lera

Lock's Press has recently published a short story by Tolstoy, flow much land does a man need? The book is
printed on Barcham Green's Canterbury toned laid hand-made paper. There are 21 woodcut illustrations.
the book has [iv] + 40 + [iv] pages, of which 4 are blank. The page size is about 25 x 16 cm. The edition
consists of 55 Sound copies plus 10 copies left in sheets for sale to binders. Each set of sheets costs $140
plus postage. If interested, please write to Margaret Lock, 60 Carmody Rd, St Lucia, Qld, or telephone
(07) 37 1 307 s .
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The Library Society
The Library Society was founded in 1984. Its purpose
is to allow many friends of the State Library to give
financial support to our great institution.

There have been several lectures and functions held
there already: they are modestly priced and members re-
ceive a discount.

As well, members receive a 10% discount at the Libr-
ary bookshop, special book offers and previews of all
major exhibitions.

The then Public Library of N.S.W. was presented
with a valuable range of gifts which include the bronze
entrance doors as well as the two fabulous collections
of David Scott Mitchell (1836-1907) and Sir William
Dixon (1870-1952). These extraordinary men, recently
described as 'passionate monomaniacs' (by a journalist
with a mixed set of values), donated Australian books,
manuscripts and art of such quality that their like will
never be seen again, bought or given,...

The State Library is one of the very greatest possess-
ions of the people of N.S.W. Whatever help you are able
to give is up to you;but individual membership is only
$30 a year, and your discounts alone can return you
that small sum.

OR

Bankcard

Mastercard

Diners Club

American Express

Application for membership
Intlividuals
Households
Students
Pensione,rs
Institutions - (schools, colleges, societies)
Corporations

Name/s of individuals or organisations .,,.,....,........,,.

No. ........,.,,,..,

Valid from ...,....Unti1

Signature of Cardholder

Please send this completed application form to:
Rosemary Block
The Library Society, State Library of NSW
Macquarie St, SYDNEY 2000
Telephone 230 1500

If you would like any further information or would like the
full TLS brochure sent to you, please advise.

Special Offer
Through a fortuitous contact, a member has managed to
secure some high wet strength acid free tissue in sheets
600 mm x 730 mm (approx, 24 x 29 inches), 14 gsm.
When tested at the Ralph Lewis Workshop, the tissue had
very pleasant transparency characteristics. Suggested uses
are backs of sections and general repairs including full
page overlays.

The Guild is reluctant to store the tissues and it is pro-
posed to offer them in 25 sheet parcels (rolled and wrapp-
ed) at $6 per parcel (this works out at 24 cents per sheet).
It is preferred that parcels be collected at the Workshop
but other arrangements, including posting, can be made
for those who find it inconvenient.to attend at the Work-
shop.

Bicentennial Exhibition
Preliminary notice has been received from the Australian

Bicentennial Authority of a forthcoming Exhibition to be
held at the National Library during March to July, 1988,
The theme is "The Book", and will celebrate its history
and importance to Australia. The Committee would wel-
come suggestions from Members on ways in which we
might contribute to the Exhibition,

duction methods rarely enhance the strength and beauty
of machine manufactured texts. In many countries sun-
light, dampness and the methods of book distribution
head the list of causes which lead to paper and book de-
terioration. In Australia, therefore, the collector of books
and manuscripts needs to exercise extensive means of pre-
servation which are slighter problems in other countries.
For instance, in the city of Sydney we have a variety of
termites, such as silverfish and cockroaches, which are
able to wreak havoc among shelves of books by burrow-
ing into edges and spines. The bookworm, although com-
mon in Europe, is less so here but whereas some capital
cities in Australia are relatively free from rats and mice,
Sydney has experienced rats in plague proportions even
in recent years, doubtless due to the physical contours
of our enormous harbour around which our city is built.

Books are still made mostly of organic materials. Bone
or animal glue is used much less in bindings than P.V.A.
or.similar adhesives derrved from chemicals. Many pastes
now include chemicals in their formulae. Most serious of
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$30
$so
$18
$18

$r20
$3oo

Address

Category of membership

There are two, altogether different, types of collectors.
One is the person who needs to keep books and papers
in a preserved manner, i.e,, as a librarian, conservator,
dealer or collector needs to maintain written or printed
matter safe for the future. The other collector is merely
the person who acquires letters or books and retains
them in his possession.

Paper restorers and bookbinders are only two funct-
ionaries involved in the complex and costly process of
preserving printed matter. Many amateur bookbinders
and others are not fully aware of the fact that they are
indeed part of the vast amount of work that goes on in
every country which extendsthe life of books. From
the mornent that one obtains a book, it is important to
ensure that it is in sound enough condition to be handl-
ed and read with ease. Frequently books arrive in shops
olready slightly damoged,i.e., an edge may be scuffed
by packers; dust jackets may be torn; the binding, pag-
ination.or text may be imperfectly finished. Sections
may be sewn in upside down or faultily. Modern pro-

THE CARE OF PAPER, MANUSCRIPTS AND BOOKS
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all, however, modern paper and board are rarely acid-
liee in their manufacture. The result of using a growing
number of chemicals in the construction of paper and 

-

books is thus a built-in self destruction. Any conservat-
or of antiquarian books is able to show examplcs of
books printed and bound in the 16th centurywhich are
totally sound in 'wind and limb' beside a title published
only ten years ago which has a loose cover, brown pages
and whose days are numbered.

Any quantity of paper, for books are little else, re-
sponds to heat,light, moisture, physical handling and
chemicals. The private or public conservator should al-
ways, therefore, locate their library, no matter how
sma1l, in a safe place. That does not mean, necessarily,
a vault built below ground level with huge locks and
bars. But the ease with which visitors frequently remove
a valuable book from its shelf and by ripping the spine,
dropping the book and damaging corners, spilling tquid
on it or, commonest of all, 'borrowing it', soon per-
suades us to shelve our rarer books away from.commun-
al areas.

Hallways are usually draughty places and currents of
cold, damp air constantly circulating around bookstacks
will cause foxing faster than almost any other means.
Sunlit spaces are very comfortable for humans but
bleach wrappers, covers, and speedily'age' books.

To summarise, erect your bookshelves in a cool
room. Try to keep the temperature steady at 20" C.
(68' F.) Avoid direct sunlight, or any powerful light,
coming to bear on to your shelves. Dust stains the
edges of leaves permanently; dust your books arzd
shelves regularly using a small attachment on your vac-
uum cleaner. Brushes and erasers can often remove seri-
ous dust stains but they must always be employed with
care. There is another advantage to using a vacuum
cleaner attachment;the powerful suction will also re-
move mould growth which humidity causes.

Shelves are, ideally, 30 cms (1 ft) apart, and 25 cms
deep. But remember: the deeper the bookshelves are
made, the less room space one has remaining to live in.
The bottom shelf should be slightiy larger than the
above dimensions and thicker, to allow you to store
your heavier, larger books there. If a heavy book falls,
therefore, it has less distance to travel. Professional con-
seilators store their most precious items behind glass.
Private citizens, proud of their collections, but also
intent on reading their books in comfort will refrain
from fitting cabinets if only because they quickly be-
come weary of forever opening and closing glass doors.
But whatever style of shelving is afforded, plywood
backing is almost essential to avoid the danger of con-
densation.

Visitors to the ancient libraries oi'Europe will ob-
serve many books not only attached to their shelves
with the original chains, but laid on their flat sides.
This was, for centuries, the common practice. The titles
were (sometimes) written in ink, along the foredges.
The type of shelving which is sold by the metre, with
brackets and screws, should be avoided at all costs.
Brackets have damaged more b<-roks than the Venice
floods of recent years.

Collectors frequently acquire a valuable item which
is in such a damaged state that they cannot decide
whether to have it rebound by a professional bookbind-
er , bind it themselves, no matter how crudely, or sim-
ply leave it alone until a happier day arrives. Wrapping
the book or Ms in a plastic bag, or stuffing it into a

shoebox is not the best nor is it the cheapest method of
preserving it. Indeed, an enquiry at your favourite book-
shop may give you a better idea of the book's real value
than the notion which lingers in many collectors' minds

that they are'sitting on a fortune'. Suffice it is to say
that value, dollar value that is, is directly related to
scarcity and little else. But if there is a second criterion.
and there usually is when dollars and cents are discussed.
\t is cottdition. Loose books, partworks or magazines,
and simllar fragile paper articles should be shelved in
Solander cases, which are boxes made-up to look like
bound books; or in any other carton which comfortably
holds the rnaterial without crushing the edges or allow-
ing it to 'swim'around insirle. IN.B.In some commerc-
ial circles, Solander cases are termed 'clamshell' or
'oystershell' boxes.l

'Acidity'is a word powerful enough in its connotation
to send librarians, bookbinders, book-restorers and book-
sellers in droves to their deathbeds. The handling and
treatment of paper acidity is beyond the scope of this
essay, but it is necessary to point out that 'deacidificat-
ion' or, more accurately, 'neutralization and buffering',
has only been used for about thirty years and the experi-
ments which introduce alkaline substances into paper
to neutralize the serious damage that acid causes remain
unproven. Certainly the world's major libraries are placing
as much of their collection, especially their modern
stock, on to microfilm as they can afford. It would be
fair to say that experienced bookbinders would not both-
er to work on a volume which was badly acid-damaged
when so many other books might be saved.

No part of a book's manufacture prolongs its life
better than the cover. And that is where the bookbinder
comes into his, or to a growing extent, her own. The day
may well arrive when there will be a flourishing industry
in the manufacture of 'hardback' covers for 'paperback'
books. Paperbacks now represent about 4OVo of all vol-
umes printed throughout the world. This proportion is
growing and it will continue to grow. The quality of
paper used in the paperback is, thank God, slightly im-
proving. But the term to describe the binding,'per-
fect', has to be rejected by all serious-minded, bookish
people. For it is far from perfect. As well, for reasons be-
yond the ken ofbookbinders and readers, the inside mar-
gins of paperbacked editions are usually so narrow as to
spur the reader to open the book wide, thus breaking
the back and spewing the leaves to the four winds. A
well-known Sydney bookbinder has suggested that bin-
ders associations and other interested bodies lobby pub-
lishers until they (a) adopt the term 'adhesive bound' to
describe an unsewn book which is stiffened with any ad-
hesive material, and (b), point out to paperback book
publishers that outside margins are of little or no use.
Inside margins are: they allow the reader to read more
comfortably without the ridiculous juggling procedure
which is yet necessary.

And so we arrive at the central purpose of this paper,
which is covers and coveings. For nothing can extend
the life of a book or preserve its contents so well and so
aesthetically as a soundly arid tastefully bound cover.

Prior to 1880, books were hand sewn. After that date
machines made books utilising thinner thread, flimsier
boards and less durable endpapers and 'cloth'. For today,
genuine cloth is seen but rarely: on more expensive books
or handbound ones. Publishers such as John Murray,
Knopf and Batsford still set high standards of quality
and durability in their production costing of covers. The
majority, however, as books rise in retail prices, aim at
cheaper and forever cheaper means of production. Ad-
hesive binding no longer solely applies to paperbacked
books. Progressively,'hardback' editions are being pro-
duced unsewn but adhesive bound. Much is spent on
dust-jacket design but little on its durability. It is as

though book design is solely to do with cheapness and
single readings and very little to do with longevity and re-
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reading. Carolyn Horton, the famous bookbinder, has
said: 'I would judge that more than90% of the books
that corne to my bindery for repair or restoration are in
a condition that would have been avoided by regular
and appropriate preventive care'.

In-an eallier issue of this journal, the editor quoted
lrorn a book entitled Modern Bookbinding Practically
Cottsidered by Williams MATTHEWS, 1889. The head-
ing was,'How to Open a New Book'. The original state-
ment included a short paragraph missing from the quot-
ation, but it is an important.matter again, today, as it
was in 1899 when animal glue and its qualities were so
relevant. Today,it is more likely the qualities of adhes-
ive binding which restore the caution its importance.

'Never force the back. If it does not yield to
gentle opening, rely upon it the back is too
tightly or strongly lined'.

Surely one of the hallmarks of the well-bound hand
crafted book is that after the book has been properly
'opened' by gentle easing of the sewed sections, it lies
open in the reader's hand without clamping shut like
the mousetrap of the modern book designer. The hand-
bound book is not only crafted; it is constructed. But
despite its obvious advantages over the machine made
volume, handmade books cannot be treated unkindly.
Leathers ofvarious kinds may be used in craft bindings,
silks, cloths, wood veneers, printed boards, burlap and
all manner of n.raterials, even, to mankind's disgrace,
human skin. Whatever the protective covering selected
for a book's enhancement or protection - it must be
assisted in its function of durability. A correspondent
iu a trade journal has asserted that the custom of oiling
or rvaxing leather covers did not commence until the
turn of the century. Certainly those who have handled
old books will be inclined to agree, yet as another book-
binder mentioned to me recently, perhaps the practice
of leather preservation was so commonplace as to not
rnerit mention.

Whichever the explanation, one aspect reigns, covers
need covering. When a new book is before you, and it
requires being kept in as near-as.mint condition as poss-
ible, remove the jacket and wrap it in the kraft paper
and plastic wrapping material which is sold by library
suppliers in l0 metre rolls. This will not only protect
the jacket, which in turn protects the cover but the
kraft paper will also absorb damp, to some degree. Gone
are the days when new books cclst a few doilars. Some
rnass-produced cased novels may still be marketed at
$ l9.95 ; but non.fiction titles climb daily and it is now
rare to encounter any cased books below that price.
In short, the costs of book production have caused re-
tail prices to revert to the position that they held in the
early 19th century when a medical treatise cost the
equivalent of four days pay for rniddle-class earners.

A synthetic wrapper must seem a shabby recom-
mendation from an advocate ofhand crafted bindings.
But my subject here is not fine craftsmanship, it is
economics. An essential factor in the collecting and pre-
servation of books made from modern materials is that
rnany of the greatest books ever written are now unec-
onomic to produce. As bookbinders, though, we primar-
ily seek the preservation ofbound books rvhich for
many reasons, including some previulsy stated, are in a
shaky condition. As Carolyn Horton affirmed, books
properly cared for should not need rebinding.

First editions, especially the,.,aluable ones, are be-
yond the terms of this subject since collectors of them
are or become obsessive about condition. They warrant
purist conservation and nothing less will do.I can only
recommend that if you own any, which are definitel,v of

exceptional value, alter nothmg. Just care for them.
Most but by no means all leather covers can be first-

aided by reputable preservatives (beware of discolourat-
ion and its agents). Leather covers do not necessarily
mean valuable contents ... but as binders know, any leath-
er covering costs time and money. So even if your old
leather books lack rarity, they will appreciate some lov-
ing care even if it is the basic formula of 60140 neatsfoot
bil and anhydrous lanoline (sheepfat). First editions cov-
ered with cloth, varnished buckram or silk materials
should be left alone, and if their value warrants costly
treatment, ask a professional book-restorer for a quotat-
ion. Restoration is the most difficult of bookbinding
work and only those thoroughly trained in the craft
should attempt restoring valuable 'firsts'. This does not
prevent the rest of us treating our common 'hurt' books
to a cure of new endpapers, rebacking or even a new
cover.

The decision to spend time and money on book repair
or conservation depends on the value of the book to its
owner. Second-hand and antiquarian booksellers as well
as librarians and collectors are discovering that they need
spend a growing sum annually on restoration since prices
of new editions continue to climb and publishers ease
slower selling titles off their lists. Many of the 'stock'
titles and authors which we grew up with appeared to
remain in print for life everlasting. But they have in fact,
vanished, many of them for evermore ... To test the ver-
acity of that verdict ask your friendly bookseller for any
of the works of John Ruskin, Cardinal Newman, Thom-
as Moore, Leigh Hunt, Jack London, Thomas Carlyle, W.
W. Jacobs, Joseph Conrad, Mark Twain and Thackeray,
in new editions. You will find that these one-time per-
ennials are not only no longer stocked, but most of
them are no longer published. Even contemporary auth-
ors' works which were definitely in print 'yesterday' are
now very scarce: Arthur Koestler, Robert Graves,Ald-
ous Huxley, Henry Miller and John Steinbeck. Only
'yesterday' bookshops bulged with them. Today, if it
were not for some paperback and 'student'editions,
few of those names would be known any more.

So there we are: avoid light, damp, dust, damage and
synthetics (especially plastic tapes which stain and dest-
roy). There are some expensive, quality products on the
market which can be bought from suppliers of conserv-
atory materials. Their cost per book is small. But regard-
less ofhow you treat your books nothing can take the
place of a well bound book in the first place.

R. Abbey

Edwards Dunlop, Alexandria, have advised that,
from lst June 1987, cash purchases must be for
$50 or more.
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THE SAf,ISFACTIONS OF HANDCRAFTS

1. Welding
I have long wanted to learn welding and I must admit I
got to thoroughly enjoy every minute of it and looked
forward to my Tech. class each week. It must have been
very similar for Guild members and other aduits want-
ing to learn bookbinding. Reflecting on my own Tech.
College days as a raw binding appientice in the dim, dis-
tant past of going to class in the evenings once a week
in one's own time and at one's own expense - what a

-difference to compare those 'good old days' to nowl
The weiding course I attended was a trade course

qualifying successful students for jobs in industry.
Even the inexperienced can produce work from the be-
ginning at a basic standard and with minimum super-
vision. As in bookbinding,I was in a similar position to
students starting to learn anything of not being aware
of the enormous scope and varieties of industrial weld-
ing or the types of equipment and materials associated
with it. The teachers were excellent having had a wealth
of experience in every aspect of speciaiised and generai
welding.

There are many comparisons between welding and
bookbinding. In welding you fuse metals together; in
binding you glue materials together. Both can wreck
your sweet happy disposition if they are not done
properly. Heat metal to a welding temperature and it
proceeds to do very odd things just as binding materials
perform when you apply an adhesive. In both situations
there are techniques to learn to control and minimise
these effects. As a student trying to learn and absorb a

nerv manual skill.I appreciated the excellent demon-
strations along with graded exercises designed to take
students along a progressive path of various techniques,
materials and equipment.

I found to my surprise as a right-hander, that I prefer
to weld left-handed. There was no penalty, or restrict-
ion, imposed. The only apparent difference was welding
in the opposite direction to right-handed people. There
do not appear to be problems for left-handed people in
bookbinding except when using certain right-handed
finishing tools. The only other binding tools that come
to mind are scissors and knives and both of these items
are available for left-handers.

I was soon grateful that the class I had joined was
made up of mature, friendly and keen-toJearn students;
again it reminded me of the camaraderie among adult
bookbinding classes. It was also interesting to hear the
variety of reasons why students wanted to learn welding.
One, from a retired plumber, deserves a mention: 'I've
welded like a plumber all my life and now I want to be
able to weld like a welder'. What a delightful answer
from a delightful man!

Not being shy'when it comes; to watching a demon-
stration,my nose was, for most of the time, in the teach-
er's pool of molten rnetal along with all the other class
noses. Numerous questions and answers were constantly
forthcoming and weightily discussed during our sessions.
I would hurry away to my little cubicle, togged up like
a non-combustible rag bag. I even managed to burn
holes in my trousers. I was informed by my patient
wife that a change had occurred in her laundering prob-
lems - instead of glue it was now holes!

I appreciate, more than ever, how frustrating it must

be for people watching a craft demonstration and not
being able to duplicate what they witness. ( I can hear a

chorus of agreement from Guild members.) I was em-
barrassedly reminded of my own students' frustrations
during my many years of teaching. So I will tender you
r?rj,, reasons for not being able to weid like the instructor.
First of all, it was not due to any lack of interest or for
want of trying. It was just a plain case of inexperience
and the lack of exposure to a particular manual operat-
ion. There are obvious exceptions in many manually
gifted people but for "normal" people like you and me
you will see as you read on that there is a little hope.

Welding is sirnilar to bookbinding. By way of illustra-
tion, here are some examples from welding which may
be applied to bookbinding practices. To oxy-weld, you
need to select a welding tip of the correct size to suit
the type of metal to be welded. This is the same as sel-
ecting the right brush for tire job of spreading the adhes-
ive. The correct type of welding filler rod to use - the
right type of adhesive. Setting the correct oxy flame
and gas pressures for a particular operation - adjusting
the adhesive viscosity for the same reason. Allowing the
metal to cool properly - allowing the material to dry
out correctly.

To comment on a particular weiding demonstration.
The teacher began to weld and, for no noticeable reason
to students, stopped and made an adjustment to the oxy
flame and his welding position. The question for he ob-
serving students - what went wrong? The action of the
teacher appeared to be automatic and was done without
thinking. The answer, which created a lot of discussion -
'the flame was not correct for the material, the imbal-
ance of the two gases needed adjustment, and my
welding position was not a comfortable one to complete
the welding run'. The lesson for me was, would I have
done the same thing, givcn the same conditions? I doubt
it, since my welding daylight began to dawn only after
about a year. To develop the "feel" for what is correct
takes time for one to absorb as there appear to be cert-.
ain intangible elements in acquiring a particular manual
ski11.

An illustration of this in bookbinding occurs in gluing
a material surface. I contend this is one of the basics of
binding and although it appears to be simple you do not
learn it'in five minutes. You need to acquire that little
something to tell you it is correct for what you hope it
will achieve. A metal welded area is required to be con-
tamination free, just the same as a glued area should be
free of insoluble pieces of adhesive and glue brush hairs.
There must be sufficient penetration and deposit of fill-
er metal, similar to that required for an adhesive. Hand-
ling a welding torch is just as skilful as handling a glue
brush. The experienced person has an innate ability to
control the elements of the operation and to make in-
stinctive adjustments should they be out of harmony.
For example, if the welding flame is a little out of
"wack", the travelling speed of the torch and the feed-
ing of the filler rod into the weld pool can be manipul-
ated within limits to achieve an acceptable result. The
same manipulation can be made within similar limits
by alazy or time pressured binder in spreading the
adhesive. If an inexperienced binder tried to cope
with the same problems, the result would be like
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some of my earl), welding! Taking the cue from my own
adult binders, I was also not above asking for help.
Those intangible things that your eyes cannot always
see are important and I wanted to know about them
with the tee's crossed and the i's dotted.

Try as I might, my welding reached a plateau of skill
which will inevitably slip a little now that Tech. is over.
However, it is sufficient to meet my needs and satisfact-
ion. I was not the worst in the class and not the best
either, although I confess I tried awfully hard. To be
able to weld with the ease and consistency of the teach-
er, I would need his trade experience. Eyesight was one
of the contributing factors for my welding inconsist-
ency. My glasses deserve a better owner. As well, they
fogged up under the helmet when I forgot the demister,
which was only too often.

Preparation for the job is as important for successful
welding as it is for bookbinding. If you interrupt a weld-
ing run for whatever reason, usually due to casual pre-
paration, the detrimental effects are there for all to see.
I associate the sarne effects in bookbinding to preparing
one's tools and rnaterials. I have proved time and time
again that irnpatience and hurrying to finish a task -
an.y task- - are the guaranteed ingredients for disaster.

My ego was painfully dented at not being able to
weld as well as I had initially expected. How many
tiures have I heard the words 'l want to be able to make
those br:autiful gold-tooled leather bindings' and
thought to rnyself 'and so would a lot of other experi-
enced binders!' I also shared some of my own teaching
ernbarrassments with the welding teachers, who like
myself had the occasional "off-day" with their
demonstrations.

So, ilyou are exposed to a manual skill in which
you have a more than average interest, and you witness
good basic demonstrations of technique with an ex-
perienced teacher who is prepared to impart and discuss
thosc skills with you, then a good foundation can be
laid from which anyone can develop his own skills to
suit his special capabilities. You cannot hope to ever
rnatch the speed and consistency ofthe professional
worker which is the result of many years of repetitive
practice with all sorts of materials, work, equipment and
conditions. However, for those who seek a private chall-
enge, a respectable and satisfying result can be achieved
by any of them provided they are prepared to practise,
practise, practise, experiment occasionally and never be
satisfied with mediocre work. The principle ( I was going
to write penalty but that is not really true or fair for
amateurs in a learning situation) is that more time is
always required but so is repeating the same operation
for as many times as you find necessary before you are
satisfied and pronounce the book boundt

2"The gluing, pulling and re-making of a book
How I envy those orderly-minded people with neat and
tidy composed thoughts... 

'Well, 
to begin with,I've had

to retract one statement made last year, that I would
neverbind another book. A humbler lnan now, I affirm
that 'I will try lo avoid, binding another book'. Those
words would no doubt also apply to several of our very
talented Guild members. I am grateful, however, that
the bookl've just rebound for a lriend gives me the op-
portunity to share the experience with you and sound
off with a few observations. For those readers who do
not know the writer, I have the habit of "colouring the
truth". I have had nruch experience at it having long
been an educator of bookbinding students - and it's a
hard habit to break. I found it a useful technique to

encourage discussion and comment and am reluctant to
alter my ways. So - on with my version of the facts..,

The winter sun on the patio provided a pleasant spot
to disassemble or "pull" the book - retired now, I be-
came aware that one can listen to the birds chirping, ad-
mire the weeds in the garden,look at the weatherboards
that need a coat of paint and yet enjoy an experience
that previously I regarded as hard work!

The book was an Edition Binding - a case binding
produced by machine. It reminded me how much books
are like people. We all have much the same basic com-
position, but acquire different shapes, personalities and
physical conditions as we slowly age. In this particular
book the printing was worse than the binding. Usually
the reverse is the case. To say the book was an Edition
Binding is not altogether correct since parts of the book-
making were manually completed. In this instance, the
spine gluing and casing-in were done by hand.

I have always been of the opinion that the importance
of the spine gluing operation is underrated by most
people who bind books, be they amateurs or profession-
als. In practical terms, the spine glue supplements and,
combined with sewing and the spine linings, holds the
book together in its desired shape. The criteria of a

correctly glued up spine are:
A complete line of adhesive in the recessed,area be-

tween each section, particularly the first and last
section;

A small amount of glue to journey up and seal the
thread in the needle holes;

Thread ends and joins should find their way into the
recessed areas between sections;

A soft thumb to direct the glue to the required
places;

Sufficient glue to ensure positive attachment of all
spine linings;

The spine then allowed to dry and mould into the
desired shape - this last matter is often over-
looked and is a good reason for all those badly
shaped spines which haunt our memories.

In latter years I have been more concerned with books
being put together rather than being taken apart. So it
was interesting to check my thoughts again on .,pulling,,
a book that had been thoroughly glued up with PVa.ln
this example, I have never seen so much glue find its way
up the needle holes and into the centre o?the section.
An explanation for this can be traced directly to
machine sewing which, when compared to hand sewing,
punches a more severe hole in the section fold and pro-
duces a more effective spine gluing. The bond achieved
by the PVA was, as we may expect, excellent. Contrary
to the views of other binders, I find that pulling books
glued with PVA is not much different from pulling
those glued with animal glue. Both adhesives tend to be
surface glues and a fine layer of surface cellulose fibre
that may be taken from the outside folded leaf of the
section appears, to me, to be almost identical. The not-
ion that more is taken with PVA may be confused with
the extra deposit thickness of that adhesive. What was
so impressive with this book was the composite layer of
PYA, muslin, thread and tape (no paper liners weie used)
that came off the spine and remained moulded to the
origirral.shape of the spine.I always try to keep the de-
t_ached layer of composite material as complete as poss-
ible. To me,it indicates the quality of the pulling oper-
ation as it takes more patience and care to achieve ihis
result. This is not always possible due to mediocre applic-
ations of animal glue, and use, which affects an old 

- -

spine's condition.
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The book was machine sewn on two tapes which is a
little unusual for Edition Binding as they are generally
French Sewn, i.e., without tapes. The reason for French
Sewing in Edition Binding, ignoring cost, is that auto-
matic equipment cannot handle the free-to-move tape
ends in later binding operations. Machine sewing. also,
does not "sew all along". In other words, sewing does
not start at one end of the spine and with one length of
thread finish at the other end. The machine has sets of
individual sewing heads which are arranged in a pattern
to suit the spine length. The machine may also be cap-
able of sewing through muslin, and tipping first and
last sections to their adjoining sections.

Now, you may wonder why I pulled the book. Well,
books are used to record human endeavour. This book
was very important to its owner and his escapades were
regularly logged therein as required by Commonwealth
Government Regulations. So you can see that it was
well used in a manner similar to an ordinary diary. The
original binding and the materials did not suit the book's
needs and machine sewing on two tapes cannot compare
with hand sewing on three. The muslin was also in-
correctly sized and attached.

The leaves were in excellent condition and required
,no repair. The golden rule was observed by using exlsf-
ing holes when re-sewing - to make new holes for the
sake of symmetry can only be regarded as mutilation.

I endpapered before sewing. Each endpaper was a
single folded leaf with a narrow reinforcement from the
board leaf around the section fold, hence the reason fbr
endpapering before sewing. Machine sewing usually pro-
duces more holes than you need for hand sewing. So
several were not used at all.

After sewing, a better grade of American "crash" (mus-
lin) was used which possesses reinforced areas ofthread.
When attached, these.areas extend across the spine
from the back to the front sides, which improves the
hingeing life of the coverboard. A comment on muslin
js worth a mention. There is a technique in Edition
Binding that you may come across when you repair this
type of binding. Expanding calico is used instead of
muslin and a paper liner. The calico is glued to a square
spine and about 25 mm on to the sides (similar distance
to muslin). The expanding element of the calico, when

attached, is parallel to the spine. The spine is then round-
ed and jointed. This operation increases the area of the
spine width and is the reason why the calico is required
to expand in that direction. The technique is excellent

,for automated production - no need foi a paper liner,
not a messy gluing operation and has a high product-'ion rate of consistent quality. However, to prevent the
glue penetration of the calico, which can cause all sorts
of problems, the calico is heavily filled and surfaced
with dressing. The result is that the calico, if required,
can be detached without too much effort and you are
left with glue and dressing on the spine. A good grade of
muslin, with its open weave, also enables the glue to
surround the threads and firmly adhere them to the
spine. The only negative quality is the muslin's texture.
Calico, flannel, linen and leather are alternatives, provid-
ed that the adhesive is able to do its essential job of
positive attachurent.

The original spine of the book was l2 mm wide and
not rounded and jointed. I did not change this format.

I used a better grade of board and a familiar Edition
Binding guillotining problem arose - the foredge was
out of square so that there was a slight difference in
size from front to back of the book. Does one trim to
correct the fault? NO ! It has always been "against the
grain" and a difficult decision to decide whether to cut
unsquare boards to suit an unsquare book. Can Lwo
wrongs make a right? In this case it was necessary to
compromise - square boards and a little bit of this. and
less of that, at tire casing-in operation.

A thicker board was suitably bevelled to reduce its
thick appearance, and it related to the buckram covering
and a narrow spine width. In a "one-ol-', or for a very
special, binding, I airvays make two cases for finishing,
which, for this binding, was a blocked case using an etch-
ed zinc plate.

The remainder of the binding was straight forward.
The only elements I can recall which I have not ment-
ioned and which I shall leave you to ponder, are - how
to best use the grain direction of the buckram? What
space to be left between board edge and spine? Which
endpaper to paste first for casing in? And how to best
press the book and for how long?

K. Tumell

SOME NOTES ON SPACING

Introduction
In the last issue we looked briefly at the various type-
faces likely to be encountered by bookbinders. In this
issue we will take an introductory look at one of the
most important elements of typography - spacing.

To achieve satisfactory results in printing and block-
ing , the arrangement of printed characters and the
spaces aroundlhem musi be in harmony. In this, aid
indeed, in all typography, the 'eye' is the final arbitrator

- if it looks right, it is right ! It is vital, therefore, for
good typographers, to develop an'eye'. It is not such a
difficult job ifyou can gain access to material produced
by people of known talent.

Typefaces
It may be that you have already chosen a typeface. If
not, the variety may seem endless and more than some-

what confusing. This need not be so, since all have their
own characteristics and lend themselves to different
functions,

Plantin, being reasonably bold, takes ink well. Bodoni
is similar but with finer hairlines and serifs;Garamond is
very frne.

_- Sgr_. faces take up more lateral space than others.
The following are a few examples ofiolour and set.

a) Dark colour and medium set
Times New Roman, Plantin, Bodoni.

b) Medium colour and wide set
Baskerville .

c) Light colour and medium set
Garamond, Caslon.

d) Light colour and narrow set
Perpetua.

A number of Italic faces have uneven sloping capitals
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and are therefore not designed to be set in capitals. The
A's, V's and W's are usually the giveaways; Baskerville,
Imprint, Times and Perpetua are even sloping and are

O.K. to set in caps.
Some of the old faces have swash characters and liga-

tures which can look very good in the right setting.
Once you have decided your needs, consider

l. Weight (degree of boldness)
2. Set (lateral length)
3. Shading (degree and location of stress - diagon'

al in Old faces, vertical in Modern
4. Serif and sanserif
5. Decoration (particularly in display sizes)

6. If italics, can you set in caps.
Remember: In colnposition sizes, lhe word is seen, but
in display sizes the letter is seen.

ktter Spacing
Generally there is little that can be done in the spacing
oflower case characters. They have usually been design-
ed to go together in most sequences - ligatures over'
coming the obvious difficulties.

Capitals, however, are often improved by a small
space between each letter. The general rules are:

1. Little space is required between curved letters
(O, C, G, Q) and between letters with a large
dmount of space within the character itself
(T, W, A, V, L, P, Y).

2. More space is required where ietters fill their im'
mediate space (E, H, M, N).

3. Most space is required where verticals run togeth'
er (HIM and MINIMUM).

To give a clearer example, if the word HILLY is set
in CAPS, HIL appears closer together than LLY. Space
therefbre, should be introduced between H and I and
between I and L to give the appearance of even spacing.

In spacing capitals, do not put more space between
letters than the height of the letter itself - in fact, any-
thing over half looks odd - and do not allow letter
space to exceed the space between words or lines.

Word Spacing
Narrow spacing is better than wide. Spaces between
words should be about the same width as the lower
case 'e' of the font used,

Narrow set types like Perpetua require less space be-
tween words than open rounder styles like Baskerville.

Wide spacing is more likeiy to lead to two or more
spaces falling together vertically and forming unsightly
whites spaces known as 'rivers',

Most type used in books is set to a measure (ustif-
ied) and so, from time to time, words must be split.
This should be done sensibly, although single syllable
words can be very troublesome. Also avoid spiits like
th-ough.

If you need to shorten the space between words to
complete a line, bear in mind short words like 'in', 'at',
'on'and'a'require /ess spacing. Space can also be reduc-
ed after a full stop, comma or other punctuation. On the
other hand the space between tall vertical letters ('l'foll-
owed by 'l' or 't') at the beginning or end of words
should be reduced only as a last resort.

When a lower case 'f finishes a word and a tall vertic-
al follows (stiff boards) the 'f , because of the 'kern' or
overhang will appear ahnost on top of the 'b'. In cases
Iike this space should be increased.

Line Spacing
Tlrere are really no conventions when dealing with
display sizes. It's up to the designer. Lines can be centr-
ed, ranged right or left or even set vertically provided

the end result works.
Continuous text in composition sizes and particularly

regarding books have a few rules.
1. Conventional wisdom decrees that lines should be

a maximum of l2 words.
2. Should lines exceed l2 words, particularly in the

smaller sizes,leading between the lines becomes
essential to avoid 'doubling' - the psychological
tendency to read a line twice.

3. With leading (the space between the lines) type-
faces with short stocky ascenders and descend-
ers look very dumpy if set solid - whereas
those with long ascenders and descenders some-
times look leaded even when set solid and
therefore require little or no ieading.

The general rule is : the longer the line,the greater the
leading.

Page Spacing
Books have always come in all shapes and sizes. Many
have unconventionally wide or narrow margins to cope
with illustrations; production economics ; or designers'
whims and fancies.

For the purpose of these notes we will look only at
the traditional rectangular style for it is still the most
used and over many centuries has survived because it is
eminently practical. It is also a good place to start from.

The visual unit ofthe book is the double Sprcad:
not the single page. The exceptions to this are pages

likely to be printed on their own (half-title, title, colo'
phon etc.) - these need to be looked at (designed ) as

separate units.
The orthodox classical placing oftype is called the

Golden Section. In the following example, you will see

that the margins are perhaps a little too generous for
commercial acceptance in these days (outside of private -

press printing), but the proportions are, I feel, very
pleasing.

ExamPle 1

IMPERATIVE
IfiCOFRECT. S.r elid, the frd trvc hi.6.16 bunch.d
looathar whila thlG appaatr to b€ too much rrca ba-
Maan B and A.nd Aand T. Whare vaniol(rokc come
han to one anoth.r, rs MP, hora sfce hui ba insned
than whan I vanical is ld,scant to a cuila, lor !x!mpla,
HOME.

IMPERATIVE
COBRECT. Sp.c. hil b.!n iMnrd b.tuBn lh€ l.i.E
which lpFtrad too clo&, ba6ue h i! imN3sibla to
rlduc! th6 lpacr bakr.n n and A To achiava viaually
avrn apocine iha tfrount ol pcr b.Ben lfraE will
vary accordin! !o which l.iaEcomo natr lo onaanothar.

MINIMUM
NOT GOOD. Whcn manY {nrc!16 coma nan !o ona

lnoth.r n ia r.?.ly good to 4t the lyr solid An arcap'
rion might b. whah ! nIono comp.d lona is rtuiEd in

tha poahion occupiad.

MINIMUM
BETTER, SEcr i@ncd b.Mm^.ach l.n.r rmprovas

tha apfar.ncG conlid.rably ln lact gioup6 of cl9f,ll,
ara uauslly improvad byiudicioua huBcrng.

1Iow er-cas e
lN CO n RECT Low.r-cael@kamorwhaolcnsr.tlE€d.

1l0wer-case
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TWOROCCO BOUND

Example 2

stiffboards

A linle more space should be insened between the f and
the b, as

stiff boards

Example 3

Black ir*, the ordinarl, writing fuid of cen-
turies, differs in tint at various periods and in
different countries. In early tvtSS. it is either
pure black or slightll- brown; in the Middle
Ages it varied a good deal according to age and
localiry,. In Ital1, and Southern Europi it is
generally blacker than in the norrh, in- France
12 pt solid

Black ink, the ordinarl- u,riting fuid of cen-
turies, differs in tint ar various periods and in
different countries. In early, MSS. it is either
pure black or slightly brown; in the Middle
Ages it varied a good deal according to age and
localiry. In Itaiy and Southern Europe it is

1 2 pt leaded 1 pt

Black ink, the ordinarl'wnring fluid of cenruries, differs
in tint at various periods and in different countries. tr
early MSS. it is either pure black or slightly brown; in
the_Mid4le Ages it varied a good deal according to age
and localiry. In Italy and Southern Europe it is ginerally
biacker than in the north, in France and Flan-ders it is
generaliy darker than in Eneland; a Spanish MS. of the
fourteenth or fifreenth century ma,v usuilly be recognized

10 pt solid

Black ink, the ordinary writing fluid of centuries, difers
in tint at various periods and in different countries. ln
early MSS. it is either pure black or sliehtly brown; in
the Middle Ages ir varied a good deal according ro age
and localiry. ln Itaii, and Southem Europe it is gineraliy
blacker than in the north, in France and Fianders it is
generally darker than in England; a Spanish MS. of rhe

l0ptleaded 1 pt

Black in-k, the ordinary u'riting fluid of centuries, differs in tint
at various periods and in different countries. In early MSS. it is
either pure black or siightly brou,n; in the Middle Ages it varied
a good deal according to age and localiti.. In Italy and Southern
Europe it is generali_v blacker rhan in the north, in France and
Flan-ders it is generally darker than in England; a Spanish MS. of
the fourteenth or fifteenth cenrury mav usually be iecognized by
the peculiar blackncis of the ink. Deterioration is obsenable in
the course of tinte. The ink of the fifteenth century particularly
is often ofa faded, grel' colour.

8 pt solid

Black ink, the ordinary writing fluid ofcenturies, differs in tint
at various periods and in different counrries. In early MSS. ir is
either pure black or slightly bro*'n; in the Middle Ages it varied
a good deal according to age and locality. ln Italy and Southern
Iurope it is generally blacker than in the north, in France and
Flanders it is generally darker than in England; a Spanish MS. of
the fourteenth or fifteenth century may usually be iecognized by
the peculiar blackness ofthe inli. Deterioration is observable in
the course oftime. The ink ofthe fifteenth century parricularly

8 pt leaded 1 pt
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Example 4

This is a pair of pagei
each of which is in
the proportion of
the Golden Section.
The type area is ar-
rived at by first draw-
ing diagonals as in
the above diagram.
The height of the
page is divided into
nine equal parts. A
horizontal line is
drawn across both
pages at the first

and seventh of the
nine divisions.
From where the
first line cuts the
diagonal a vertical is
dropped to the sev-
enth division. This
horizontal cuts the
diagonal to give the
fore+dge margins.
These proportions
of margin are vely
good indeed.

t
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